BETA GAMMA SIGMA
The National Honor Society in Business Management

Membership
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest international recognition a business student anywhere in the world can receive in an undergraduate or masters program at a school accredited by AACSB-The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. To be eligible for membership, a student must rank in the upper 10 percent of the sophomore class, upper 10 percent of the junior class, upper 10 percent of the senior class, or upper 20 percent of the masters class.

History
Beta Gamma Sigma was founded as a national organization in 1913. To establish and maintain an active Beta Gamma Sigma chapter, an institution must be accredited by AACSB International, the recognized accredited agency for advancing quality business education worldwide.

Beta
Beta signifies honor. Honor is personal integrity and excellence of character. It is an enduring quality found in all persons who deserve to lead others.

Gamma
Gamma signifies wisdom. Wisdom is knowledge tested by experience and tempered by discerning judgment. It abhors prejudice; it insists upon freedom of thought and expression.

Sigma
Sigma signifies earnestness. Earnestness is enthusiasm measured by achievement, disciplined by reason and ennobled by sincerity. It is that dynamic quality which is essential for all great achievement. Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is an honor carrying lifetime affiliation with other outstanding graduates of business programs. While almost 300,000 students receive bachelors or master's degrees in business each year, only about 19,000 students are elected to membership in Beta Gamma Sigma.
Welcome: Dr. Victor Perotti

About BGS: Dr. A. Erhan Mergen

Presentation of Candidates: Dr. Victor Perotti

Statement of Beta: Dr. A. Erhan Mergen
Statement of Gamma: Mr. Camden Brockbank
Statement of Sigma: Dr. Victor Perotti

Swearing In: Dr. Victor Perotti

Dean’s Remarks: Dr. Jacqueline R. Mozrall

Closing: Dr. Victor Perotti

2017-2018 Chapter Officers

President: Dr. Victor Perotti
Seargent at Arms: Dr. A. Erhan Mergen
Vice President: Mr. Camden Brockbank

Class of 2017-2018 BETA GAMMA SIGMA INDUCTEES

Sophomores: Peter Bilzerian, Benjamin Frenett, Jessica Morrone
Kate Ferguson, Aaron Gomez, Austin Vyskocil
Emily Gray

Juniors: Taylor Baird, Alexander Frazee, Daniel Perez Gil
Jeanette Elia, Lisa Hornak, Rodriguez
Emily Gray, Hannah Nelson, Noah Smith

Seniors: Sydney Cuvelier, Said Khamidov, Qinglan Zheng
Alexis Wang, Jingyi Wang, Jinxia Zhao

Graduate: Anant Agarwal, Philip Gelsomino II, Azat Samuratkyzy
Shevali Agarwal, Thomas Higgins, Devansh Sethi
Karan Batavia, Aashna Ramesh Krishnan, Edward Tetteh
David Even, Gantsetseg Myagmarjav, Danni Wang
Cynthia Flynn, Jonathan Parsons, Jay Wheaton

Executive MBA: Patric Reynolds, Azat Samuratkyzy
Anant Agarwal, Philip Gelsomino II
Shevali Agarwal, Thomas Higgins
Karan Batavia, Aashna Ramesh Krishnan
David Even, Gantsetseg Myagmarjav
Cynthia Flynn, Jonathan Parsons

Faculty/Staff: Lisa Boice, Peter Rosenthal
Ken Benz, Lisa Boice
Alan Jackson, Peter Rosenthal
Lori Medeiros, Raymond Pettine
Raymond Pettine, Nicki Vo
Tara Shedlosky, Nicki Vo
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